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The Maury Island UFO Incident is a bizarre mystery case spanning several months in the summer of 1947 in
the Northwest and involved the Air Forces first military plane crash. This book presents new evidence, new
news articles and never seen before photos of the military and the figures involved including Capt. Davidson,
1st Lt. Brown, Harold Dahl and Tacoma Times reporter Paul Lantz. This book presents a first ever interview
with a local who was first on the crash scene and a newly discovered news photo of the crash site, believed to
be the only photo available of the historical crash and what has been called the "Roswell of the Northwest".
The Northwest mystery occurred two weeks before Roswell and involved three facets: Harold Dahl's story of
UFOs seen over Maury Island, Kenneth Arnold's sighting of UFOs over Mt. Rainier and the tragic crash of a

B-25 Bomber and the deaths of two military intelligence officers.

I call is a hoax in my latest book Crash When UFOs Fall from the Sky yet another shameless plug.
Extraterrestrial explores tales of alien encounters. They carried the material with them for a return flight to
San Francisco in a B25 aircraft but never made it. According to Relativity gravity shrinks distance and

stretches duration.
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Brown Harold. 19470621 Maury Island incident Puget Sound near Maury Island . two crew members and in
another strange interesting twist became the first fatal United States Air Force plane crash in history. This
book presents new evidence of the mystery new news articles and never seen before photos of the military
and the figures involved. Springer announced that the Maury Island sighting by the . At least on the surface
thats all it appears to have been.But maybe it provided a template for the next 70 years or at least 50 years to
the boys from the intel services. Roswell once just a military base in the New Mexican desert is known today
as the site of the United States most highprofile and controversial UFO sighting and crash. Is it proof when a
jet pilot fires at a UFO and sticks to his story even under the threat of . Amazon Business For businessonly

pricing quantity discounts and FREE Shipping.
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